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Master Group has been designing and manufacturing accessories and parts for aluminium door and window frames since 1986. 
The core processes of the company consist of research, investment, study of the aluminium culture, with great focus on the 
quality of materials and cutting edge technologies for manufacturing high-performance products, as well as on identifying new 
market requirements and ensuring customer satisfaction and constant customer care.  
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Ventilation Sash by Master,  
the smart and cost-effective solution for 

casement windows with limited opening angle  
 
The practical, cost-effective and versatile Ventilation Sash kit for casement windows 
with limited opening angle represents the ideal solution when there is the need to 
install safe and effective ventilation systems on existing aluminium window frames. 
 
The accessory is designed to be fitted on the side pillar of the window sash. This makes 
it easy to install even on frames with particularly small width, for which the use of  
WEEN tilt & turn systems (that are suitable for frames with minimum width of 370 
mm) is not technically possible. Ventilation Sash (Art. 3830.1) is ideal for ventilation 
because it allows the casement window frame to open at a reduced width (max 120 
mm) or in a micro ventilation position. 
 
The system consists of zamak lock and arms, arm retainer in extruded aluminium, and 
actuation lever in stainless steel. It is compatible with all eurogroove hinges (Master 
group is already working to release a version for R-series profiles in the coming 
months). The installation requires the use of cremone bolts with logical opening with 
key and anti mishandling system (Art. 6036.X) that should ensure micro ventilation by 
rotating the handle at 45°, ventilation at 90° and full casement sash opening by 
rotating the handle at 180°.  
 
 
 

https://www.masteritaly.com/en/ween-program/
https://www.masteritaly.com/en/ween-program/
https://catalogo.masteritaly.com/en/shop/product/703-ventilation-sash-closing-kit-for-two-side-acting-casement-and-restricted-sash
https://catalogo.masteritaly.com/en/shop/?search=6036

